
Robotic Pool Floor 
Cleaner  
HJ1103

The robot HJ1103 uses “Build-in” battery as its driving power, and 
cleans your pool automatically in limited time. It's cordless and 
equipped with a build-in rechargeable lithium battery. It is applicable
for both above-ground pool and in-ground pool with flat floor. 
- Recommend to use for pools up to 100㎡ (1076 sq.ft)
- Start to work automatically as soon as it is immersed onto the pool 
floor
- Battery life: up to 100 min; Charging time: 3-4 hours *
- Unique “Flash Wash” for filter mesh/container easily rinse by a hose
- Large container with capacity of 5L (1.32gal)
- Built-in water sensor activates the cleaner once it is fully submerged 
in water, and deactivates when water level is insufficient to protect 
the motor 
*For quick charge adaptor

Extra light, easy to withdraw 
from the water 

“One-Step” of easily rinsing 
the filter mesh/cleaner tank 
by a hose

Main features

-“Ful-Coverage” technology, complete/half 
way running programe enables to clean the 
full floor in a shorter time
-Unique Technogym of "Touch and Reverse"-
touch wall then reverse running direction
-“Power Detection” & "Self Pull Over" 
technology- automatically moving to pool 
edge when the battery power is running out 
for user to charge. 
-“Smart & Fast”charger-over load protection 
& temperature detection

Specifications

Voltage: 12V 
Power: 50W
Battery type: lithium battery
Battery capacity : 6600 mah
Finesse of filter: 180μm 
Flow rate: 10 CBM/h

(2642 gal/h)
Running speed:16m(52ft)/min
Battery life: upto 100 min
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Loading information

Package size: 46.5 x 39 x 31cm
(18.31x15.35x12.2 in)

20GP: 469 cpcs
40GP: 980 pcs 
40HC: 1120 pcs 
Package weight:
Net: 5.7kg (12.57lb)
Gross: 7.5kg (16.53lb)

“One-Step" of Easy Buckle 
to open and close  

2 wide suction doors which are 
diagonally located at both sides 
of the bottom

Equipped with small wheels and a 
brush

Multi-color LED running-state  
indicator


